Our study consists of analysing Arabic utterances VCVα in brief vocalic context with Vα and speech rate as variables in order to observe the impact of the 'right' context and speech rate on the coarticulation. Thus, we have to look for some invariance in the speech signal explaining the coarticulation phenomenon related to speech rate. So, we have analysed the formant tracking of the arabic pharyngeal / / in vocalises contexts /a/ , /u/ and /i/ with variables speech rates (normal, fast and slow) in interrogative sentences. That is in order to confirm the anticipatory phenomenon and observed the influence of speech rate variation on the vocal tract in articulation. The observed results have shown in our case the existence of anticipatory articulation and that it depends on speech rate. (Non existence in slow rate, however, with more prominence in normal or fast rate).
INTRODUCTION
In speech production, articulatory movements are so complex that it is not possible to observe the most abstract unit. Articulatory movements overlap in time and in a complex manner. This overlapping creates some interaction between sounds of speech and makes the linguistic unit with its articulatory characteristics variable. This interaction is known as «coarticulation ». Now the question is to know whether it is possible to model this coarticulation [22] [23] and order to better predict it and to consider it as an acoustic invariant. We think that this invariance exists and only can be searched in studying the coordination of articulatory movements (Abry, 1986) . Fowler (1990) [7] thinks that the acoustic signal contains information on the gestures which have produced it in spite of the coarticulation effects. However, she doesn't believe that any invariance could exist in the acoustic signal of speech (Fowler, 1994) [8] . The resonances of the vocal tract have always been of interest for many researchers in production, synthesis (Denis Klatt [19] ) and speech recognition. In articulatory, they have explained some gestures which often are too complex such as «anticipation » (fowler) in coarticulation of a consonant in vocalic context. This work joins a little bit these fields. This study consists of analysing the behaviour of the five formants tracks of the Arabic pharyngeal / / (or (ω) in Arabic), in brief vocalic context (/a/, /u/, /i/) with variable speech rate (normal , fast and slow rates) in order to see their resistances in these conditions and see whether is it possible to find some invariants. To do this, we made some recordings of utterances with three speakers. These utterances should contain the pharyngeal / / (or / ω /), in vocalic context /a/, /u/, /i/, produced with normal rate and then with fast and slow rates, and with ten realisations for each context. (10 repetitions).
DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT
The utterances have been chosen to contain the Arabic fricative / /, in brief vocalic context /a/, /u / and /i/ and also in interrogative form, in order to have natural speech such as: /men sa ala/; /men sa ula/, and /men sa ila/, where / / (or (ω)) in vocalic context /a/, /u/ or /i/. -The utterances have been recorded in a research laboratory in quiet hours of the day (without apparent noise) on a PC with integrated « Sound Blaster » module. -Speakers are Algerians male and female speaking correct and fluent Arabic -Each utterance has been repeated ten times (to obtain à mean value of the acoustic parameter) for each context and each rate. So, with three contexts, three rates and ten repetitions, we have got ninety (90) utterances for analysis.
SPEECH UNITS SELECTED FOR THE ANALYSIS
It's about to analyse the following units: /aVĮ /, (Į = /a/, /i/, /u/), in other words: /a a/, /a u/, /a i/). Each unit is taken from the previous interrogative sentences recorded. These have been got with manual segmentation, using Winsnoori analysis tool for time domain representation, spectrogram, zoom, and listening.
FORMANT'S TRAJECTORIES DETERMINATION
Analysis of speech signals with formant trajectories is essential in research [2] . However, there is still no method, absolutely efficient, to have good estimation of these trajectories, but we think that the method based on LPC, gives acceptable results. So, we have used here the formants calculations using LPC method as: The formant trajectories we have determined are results of the estimations of formant frequencies on the spectrum of a short time window moving along the signal. The length of the window is chosen short to have the spectral characteristics as being stable, and on the other hand, longer to have a better spectral resolution. The window move along the signal by shifts of 5 to 10 ms. The number of samples in that window depends on the sampling frequency. The method of formant detection has been inspired by the model used by Chennoukh (1995) [5] . The length of the analysis window is 30 ms with a shift of 5 ms. In addition, we have chosen the pharyngeal / / because it is voiced and that makes easier the detection of formant trajectories. The results have been validated after having used the Klatt formant synthesizer.
STUDY OF THE RESISTANCE OF FORMANTIC TRAJECTORIES OF TOKENS /A V/ (V=/A/, /I/, /U/) WITH VARIABLE SPEECH RATE.

Experiment description
Once the formants detection tool has been achieved, we have used it for the analysis of the units /a a/, /a i/, /a u/ taken from interrogative sentences /men sa ala/? ; /men sa ula/? /men sa ila/? (Which means in Arabic: who has coughed) with variable rate: normal, fast and slow. The interrogative form makes the speaker talk in a natural way. The different rates have been chosen by the speaker himself (the ones that have seemed normal, fast and slow to him). After segmentation we have taken the tokens /a VĮ/ (VĮ=/a/, /i/, /u/) from the previous sentences; thus, the analysed units are not isolated (for the coarticulation). In this study, our method to highlight articulatory anticipation [21] consists in seeing whether the formantic trajectories of the same formants order, of the vowel /a/ of left of the studied unit (/a VĮ/ (VĮ=/a/, /i/, /u) are superimposed themselves like those of the consonant of the medium, for each rate and each speaker
SYNCHRONIZATION OF THE FORMANT TRAJECTORIES DURATION
After having analyzed ten different formant trajectories (corresponding to each time segment / a Vj / and each flow), we noticed that the flow is not strictly constant (time extensions and compressions are observed). In fact, it is not possible to reproduce sequences of words with an absolutely constant speed. Therefore, before calculating averages, it is necessary to synchronize the formant trajectories while considering the temporal elasticity. Inspired by the DTW (Dynamic Time Warping) [20] , an algorithm used in recognition of isolated words, we arrived in time to reposition all points of the same realization / a Vj / (and a same rate) relative to a reference realization. In this step, the realization of the sequence which representing the least discontinuities was chosen as reference. For each point of this achievement, we looking in the neighborhood of the corresponding point of the sequence to synchronize, the nearest point for assign for it the same position [20] . An example of the results can be seen in Figures 1 and 2 (illustrating the difference between formant trajectories synchronized and non-synchronized). Figures 1 and 2 correspond to the formant trajectories recorded for the second formant on a sequence / ai / (with 10 realisations). 
THE OBTAINED RESULTS
The results witch obtained for three speakers (two men: Noro and Kam , one women: Lila) for the same Arabic pharyngeal / / and the same rates are illustrated by figures (4.1), (4.2), (4.3). Every figure illustrate the formant trajectories (F1, F2, F3, F4, F5 ) for an /a VĮ / for the same rate, for the same speaker, for these three different right contexts Į= /a/, /u/, /i/. On every figure the colour: Red: correspond to right context /a/; Green: correspond to right context /i/; Blue: correspond to right context /u/. The colour of the graphs is not very important since what interests us to highlight articulatory anticipation is the beginning of the graphs and the space between the various formants of the same order.
THE FIRST OBSERVATION
In figure 4 .1, which corresponding to the speaker Kam in fast rate, if we consider for instance the three trajectories F1 of the tokens /a a/: in red; /a i/: in green; and /a u/: in blue, we can see that they don't begin with the same frequency values (the trajectories are not superposed) even the tokens begin with the same vowel /a/.The same fact is observed for F2, F3, F4, and F5 trajectories. So we can say that this is just the anticipatory articulation. In figure 4 .3, for the same formant F1, the trajectories start with the same frequency. Almost the same thing can be observed as for the formants of higher natures: F2, F3, F4, F5. So we can conclude that in this case, there is no anticipatory articulation. As a conclusion, we can confirm the anticipatory articulation which has first been observed by S.ÖHman [14] [15] [16] with his model in 1966 [15] and which then has been contradicted by Gay in 1978 [9] [10] by giving another model. S.Chennouk and R.Carré in 1995 showed in fact that both models coexist (1995) [4] [5] . With the 3 various speakers and the following corresponding figures, we will see now if there is an influence of the variation the speed of elocution on the coarticulation. x The speech rate has changed all formants trajectories x The slow rate formantic trajectories (figure 4.3) show less articulatory anticipation than the two others because , for the same formant F1, the trajectories start with the same frequency. Almost the same thing can be observed as for the formants of higher natures: F2, F3, F4, F5. So we can conclude that in this case, there is no anticipatory articulation. x The fast rate (figure 4.1) show more anticipation for these F1, F3, F4, F5 than the normal rate (especially for the consonant which is in the middle of the trajectories). In the fast speech rate, the formants trajectories are more spaced than the others (in slow and normal rates), so we can say that there is more anticipation in this case. x The normal rate formantic trajectories (figure 4.2) show less articulatory anticipation than the fast rate formantic trajectories (especially for the consonant which is in the middle of the trajectories) x For this speaker, we deduce from this analysis that anticipation articulatory and the overlappings of the articulatory movements decrease when the speed of elocution decreases. 2) (especially for the consonant which is in the middle of the trajectories) * In the fast speech rate (figure 5.1), the formants trajectories are more spaced than the others (in slow (figure 5.3) and normal rates ( figure 5.2) ), so we can say that there is more anticipation in this case. * The normal rate formantic trajectories (figure 5.2) show less articulatory anticipation than the fast rate formantic trajectories (especially for the consonant which is in the middle of the trajectories) * For this speaker, we deduce from this analysis that articulatory anticipation and the overlappings of the articulatory movements decrease when the speed of elocution decreases.
Speaker 1: Kam
